2OO	MYSELF AND MY FRIENDS
worship the god of speed Speed motor-buses, mes-
sengers of ugliness that we may carry and confirm the
glad tidings of destruction through every country lane
Organise ugliness, our leaders, we beseech ye1 and right
manfully they answer to our prayer Goodbye, Waterloo
Bridge Goodbye, Adelphi Terrace Threatened men
live long, but your doom is told
Genius can build, adorn with sculpture, and light
up at night with a lovely glow a great new building
Pass it by, declare the brooding figure of Night is ugly,
flock to Piccadilly Circus, lit up with a myriad lights all
ineptly twinkling, the writing on the wall proclaiming
that beauty is not wanted any longer
Where are the gentlemen of England that such things
should be let to come to pass? The men who built the
country houses, who filled them with lovely pictures,
who planted parks and gardens, those trustees of Eng-
land's loveliness? Have they all become cockneys too?
Are the green fields become nothing more in their eyes
than earth or mud, on which to kick or throw or hit or
carry a ball about? Rise up, ye men and women of
England, and build again the temple of beauty in
England's green and pleasant land
I have tried all my days—a modest neophyte—to
preserve a little of the beauty of life I shall go on
trying to the end Thousands of others have been
trying Shall we be beaten at the last or shall we
triumph? Who can say? but let us go on fighting,
flying Hawke's immortal signal "We shall fight in
shoal water so, if we sink, our flag will still be flying "
But on my first visit to Lulworth Cove I found the
peace I sought I would sit looking over the sea, my
back turned to the cliffs and rolling downs It was
Hardy's country, and to know it was his made me happy
The house, half-manor, half-farm, where Angel Clare
was born was not so far away, and behind me some-
where were the fields with all the dairyfolk on their
knees, rooting out the garlic which spoiled the butter
by its bitter taste. I would wonder why it is that

